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History meets luxury
Something special lurks in the Bay of Islands

H

ow fortuitous that the words green and
serene rhyme. It’s the neatest of
descriptions, suggesting verdant views
and utter tranquility. And so it is at The
Landing, a property of unique style and
purpose in Northland, the Bay of Islands region, easily
reached in four hours by car up from Auckland, commercial
flight to Kerikeri or a heli-hop to the onsite pad.
I’ve long considered New Zealand to be an
enchanted land, a place of such pure landscapes that
surely pixies come out at night and unfold and launder
the scenery, fluffing it back in place come morning. And
further supporting evidence is revealed as the sun
gently rises over Wairoa Bay. I sit cross-legged beside
an emerald headland. Wispy mist dissolves and the
branchy outlines of stiff old Norfolk pines appear as the
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Dining
Never did the expression in-room dining come with
such promise. The daily menus from head chef
Jacqueline Smith and her brigade is of top restaurant
quality, served where and when at guests’ whim.
There’s abundant local lamb and herb-crusted
hapuka fish, but anything I feel like really, including
lemony desserts. One recent guest, I am told, would
eat only cucumbers. What a waste, but perhaps
they were gussied-up with micro-nasturtiums from
Jacqueline’s garden. At The Cooper Residence each
evening, hosts Emma, Eva and Deb come and go,
ensuring the fire is stoked, the ice machine is on
full alert and beds are primped. And then there’s
the wine. A full winery and tasting facilities are set
to open in 2020, but the 9.5ha vineyard was planted
11 years ago and sales manager Keith Barker says
the 2015 “fruit forward” syrah has been a standout,
while The Landing’s chardonnay, pinot gris and
rosé attract attention well beyond the North Island.
There is the pressure of history, too, as NZ’s first
vines were planted hereabouts two centuries ago.
Barker believes wine must “speak of its terroir”.
Connoisseurs clearly are listening.

THE LANDING
Bay of Islands, Northland
New Zealand.
+ 64 9 300 3685 or +64 9 407 4945;
thelandingnz.com
There are four houses: The Boathouse
(two bedrooms); The Vineyard Villa
(three bedrooms) Gabriel Residence (four
bedrooms) and The Cooper Residence
(six bedrooms). From $NZ4500 ($4218),
GST included, a night for The Boathouse
or Vineyard Villa, with multiple
inclusions; bookings for The Cooper
Residence include private chef and
meals. For other houses, rates are
$NZ700 a person a day for breakfast,
picnic-style lunch and dinner.
steel shimmer of the water turns an increasingly bright
shade of blue.
Soon, head chef Jacqueline Smith and her helpers
will arrive to prepare breakfast. She will perform one of
her trademark flower showers, holding tiny edible
blooms on high and releasing them over poached eggs
that sit like wobbly garden party hats on salad
ingredients from her hedged kitchen patch. Welcome to
my new life, being waited upon by warm and generous
staff as I rattle around a welcoming contemporary
mansion that looks lifted from an episode of Grand
Designs. Guests at this house, one of four on the 404ha
The Landing estate, have included Mick Jagger and
Barack Obama – separately, of course. As he signed the
visitors’ book, Obama promised staff he would bring
Michelle next time. His concise verdict? “Magical.”
This cruciform house, The Cooper Residence, is the
largest. It is confidently named for Peter Cooper, the
entrepreneurial California-based owner of The Landing,
who grew up in the Bay of Islands, spied the corrugated
rolling waterfront land on the southwest tip of the
Purerua Peninsula from a helicopter two decades ago,
purchased it from the long-established Mountain family
and began its slow, low-key conversion to a lodge-like
sanctuary. He started with the rebuild of a water’s-edge
shed into the comparatively modest two-bedroom
Boathouse, with a touch of Hamptons style, loads of
recycled timbers and front-on views to a small, forested
island, also owned by Cooper. Geese-sized paradise
ducks waddle along the sand in improbably bright
plumage, honking madly. The Maori name for these
birds translates to “mouth organs”.
The Cooper Residence, with the high proportions of
a very glamorous barn, has six ensuite bedrooms,
including one behind a secret door in a tower folly that
features a handsomely stocked cellar, winding stone
staircase, slit windows, and a star-gazing parapet with
telescope and blankets provided. It could all be a mad
folly, a rich man’s plaything, but The Landing is so
much more than that. This site is one of the earliest for
Maori and European exchange, and there is abiding
respect for the land, proud tribal heritage and the
promontory’s unique history as the landing stage for
early ships trading in wool and timber. There are six

Everyone’s talking about
The design of the residences, by New Zealand firm
Cheshire Architects, is cohesive and unremittingly
high-end. There’s an abundant and apposite use of
local materials, from stone to rusticated metal and
hardwood, open fires, and a keen regard for privacy
in the layouts and integration of latest technology,
including a massive home cinema screen in The
Cooper Residence. A gym and steam room are tucked
into an annexe, available for all guests; there’s tennis,
top-end watersports equipment for summer stays, and
a game-fishing charter boat on call. Even the NZ-made
Ashley and Co lotions and toiletries are spot on.

Opposite: The Cooper
Residence
This page from top:
The Boathouse; vineyard
villa and Gabriel
Residence

private beaches, and 45 archaeological and first-contact
sites. Even that noble Norfolk pine in front of The
Cooper Residence is not just a random tree but was
planted to honour the birth of one of the first European
children on NZ soil, Hannah Hansen, on a mission
station in neighbouring Hohi Bay on January 11, 1817.
The four accommodation options, all privately
owned but decorated and equipped to a similar standard,
must each be taken as a single booking and are popular
for house-parties and family groups. Apart from Obama
and Jagger, the rich and fabulous regularly hide out
here, discretion guaranteed.
Susan Kurosawa is Associate Editor (Travel) of The Australian

Stepping out
Brett Michalick, former professional yachtie and the
most erudite of companions, is your nature guide and
skipper for boating expeditions on Iti Rangi, a jaunty
9m cabin cruiser. On a windy day, we bounce past a
slice of the 144 islands in this exquisite series of bays,
home to colonies of gannets and fur seals, and tie up
at the wharf for the Waitangi Treaty Grounds, where
the landmark agreement between the British Crown
and North Island chiefs was signed in 1840, and at the
cute village of Russell for a hearty lunch of chowder
and oysters at the Duke of Marlborough hotel, holder
of NZ’s first liquor licence. Behold the intriguing sign:
Operating since 1827 ... Legally since 1840.
Hot tiPS
It’s tempting to stay put but gentle exploration,
across contoured slopes and by freshwater streams,
is easy and enjoyable. The Cooper’s estate team
has restored wetlands, cultivated native vegetation,
planted corridors of windbreak bushes, etched eight
walking trails, and enfolded the lot with swaths of
lawn mown in tight, wide arcs. Flowering manuka
and pohutukawa trees add flames of colour;
pheasants patrol and rabbits hop. Take a night-time
kiwi-spotting sortie with staff in an open Polaris
vehicle and watch the long-beaked birds bustling
along on the hunt for ants. If staying in The Cooper
Residence, pick up the guide to its collection of Maori
and early settler paintings, etchings, leatherbound
books and artefacts from the 18th and 19th centuries,
which includes fishing lures and sinkers, 19th-century
ear pendants, chisels, pigment pots and carvings.
Walk the art-filled corridors, lined staircases and
downstairs rooms to view the gallery-like assembly,
the largest in NZ outside a museum.
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